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fime : Three Hours

Answer all quebtions.

Explain trYesnel and Frunhofer diftaction. Distingqish between the two diftactions
Describe the construction and working of Nicol prism.
What are $e Broglie waves ? Derive expression for de Broglie wavelength of an electronaccelerated tbrough a p.d of v volts.
E:<plain the production and detection of Ultrasound through piezoelectric effect.
what is population inversion ? Explain differeut methods used foi pumping.

1 :YPg"o"ducting tin has a critical temperature sf 3.7 K in zero magnetic freld and critical -.
field of 0.0306 Tesla at 0 K. Find the critical freld at 2 K
What are energy bands ?

What is Josephson effect ?

(gxS=40marks)
2. (a) (i) Expiain with relevant theory the formation of fringes in airwedgep.

(ii) In an airwedge illuminated by a light of wavelength 6000 AU, 10 fringes are seen in one' cm. Find angle of the wedge.

Or
(b) (i) E:rplain with suitable mathematical derivatiot, the formation of circularlyand ellipticallypolarised light.

(ii) E:rplain the method of detection for elliptically polarized light.
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(15 marks)3' (a) (i) .Derive schrodinger's time independerit equation and e:rpraip its application to particle in'a box.

(ii) Determine the wavelerigth associated with an electron having energy 0.028 MeV.

Or
(b) (i) Exlplain the ba$glrincirles of NMR techniques and'also describe the experinental methodfor detection of NMR.

(ii) Write the applicarions of Ultrasound in SONAR.
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